Ross Creative & Professional Services
Rocket Surgery offers unmatched design, workflow, and data integration expertise for Ross Xpression and Voyager customers in video, broadcast, and venue production. The Ross Creative Services organization has the expertise you need for a wide variety of applications and is your one-stop-shop for leading-edge design.

Using groundbreaking graphics, we present information in innovative ways that are guaranteed to captivate and inform your audiences. We provide everything from broadcast graphics to dazzling arena displays to groundbreaking virtual sets and augmented reality.
Using the unmatched real-time 3D power of the Ross XPression motion graphics system, Rocket Surgery optimizes the performance power of the hardware and translates it to some of the most impactful display graphics in use in the world today.

As new stadiums are being built, arena displays are continuing to get larger and more complex. Show producers are demanding more with every show and performance, and Rocket Surgery has become the go-to destination for in-venue displays and broadcast graphics workflows.

Using virtual sets and augmented reality, Rocket Surgery can bring your vision to life in new and exciting ways. With XPression motion graphics and the Voyager render platform, we can help you enhance the drama of your live events with graphics that are bigger and better than ever.
As the industry leader in live event augmented reality, Rocket Surgery uses XPression and Voyager to create stunning virtual productions. From concept and creation to on-air implementation and operation, we have the team that can make it all happen.

Graphics are only part of the story – playback control is what makes it all sing. Using Ross development resources, Rocket Surgery can create scalable DashBoard triggering and control systems that are specifically tailored to your needs.

Get access to experts with the know-how required to maximize your production value. Let Rocket Surgery help you realize your vision and bring your brand to life today.